Design, synthesis and biological evaluation of novel antagonist compounds of Toll-like receptors 7, 8 and 9
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ABSTRACT

Oligonucleotides containing an immune-stimulatory motif and an immune-regulatory motif act as antagonists of Toll-like receptor (TLR)7 and TLR9. In the present study, we designed and synthesized oligonucleotide-based antagonists of TLR7, 8 and 9 containing a 7-deaza-dG or arabino-G modification in the immune-stimulatory motif and 2’-O-methylribonucleotides as the immune-regulatory motif. We evaluated the biological properties of these novel synthetic oligoribonucleotides as antagonists of TLRs 7, 8 and 9 in murine and human cell-based assays and in vivo in mice and non-human primates. In HEK293, mouse and human cell-based assays, the antagonist compounds inhibited signaling pathways and production of a broad range of cytokines, including tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), interleukin (IL)-12, IL-6, interferon (IFN)-α, IL-1β and interferon gamma-induced protein (IP)-10, mediated by TLR7, 8 and 9. In vivo in mice, the antagonist compounds inhibited TLR7- and TLR9-mediated cytokine induction in a dose- and time-dependent fashion. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) obtained from antagonist compound-treated mice secreted lower levels of TLR7-, 8- and 9-mediated cytokines than did PBMCs taken before antagonist administration. The antagonist compounds described herein provide novel agents for the potential treatment of autoimmune and inflammatory diseases.

INTRODUCTION

Toll-like receptors (TLRs) recognize pathogen-associated molecular patterns and elicit pathogen-specific innate and adaptive immune responses (1). Of the 11 TLRs identified in humans, TLR3, 7, 8 and 9 are expressed in endolysosomes and recognize pathogen-derived and synthetic nucleic acids (1,2). Several lines of evidence support that TLRs 7, 8 and 9 also recognize endogenous immune complexes containing self-nucleic acids in certain autoimmune disease conditions, including lupus, psoriasis, arthritis and multiple sclerosis, and induce pro-inflammatory cytokines that contribute to the pathogenesis of disease (3–8). Activation of TLRs 7, 8 and 9 by immune complexes leads to expression of interleukin (IL)-12, IL-6, tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), IL-1β, interferon (IFN)-α and IFN-inducible genes, which is associated with the presence of anti-DNA and anti-RNA autoantibodies in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) patients (9,10).

Extensive studies have used TLR7, 8 and 9 knock-out mice to elucidate the role of TLRs in SLE. Lupus disease and disease-associated parameters were abrogated in TLR7 knock-out lupus-prone mice (11). By contrast, lupus disease was exacerbated in TLR9 knock-out mice and these animals had elevated levels of serum IgG and IFN-α (11). Further, lupus disease was abrogated in TLR7 and 9 double–knock-out mice, suggesting that TLR7 plays a key role in lupus disease in mice and TLR9 regulates TLR7 (12). Moreover, TLR8 knock-out mice had elevated levels of nucleic acid autoantibodies and increased incidence of glomerulonephritis associated with increased expression of TLR7. Lupus disease was abrogated in TLR7 and TLR8 double–knock-out mice, however, suggesting that TLR8 controls TLR7 expression and plays a role in the regulation of TLR7 and modulates lupus disease in mice (13). Together these studies suggest that TLRs 7, 8 and 9 play a key role through a cross-talk in lupus and potentially in other autoimmune diseases (13). In humans, a SLE patient who acquired a genetic defect in TLR signaling experienced disease remission with disappearance of anti-DNA antibodies, suggesting further evidence of the...
role played by TLR signaling in SLE and other autoimmune diseases (14). Together these studies suggest that targeting TLRs 7, 8 and 9 with antagonists may provide a new strategy for treatment of autoimmune diseases, including lupus, psoriasis, arthritis and multiple sclerosis.

The antimalarial agent hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) is commonly used for the treatment of SLE and other autoimmune diseases (15,16). HCQ-treated SLE patient immune cells do not produce IFN-α and TNF-α in response to TLR7 and TLR9 agonist stimulation, suggesting that HCQ inhibits endosomal TLR-mediated immune responses (17). HCQ suppresses TLR-mediated immune responses via neutralization of endosomal acidification (18) and/or by binding to nucleic acids, thereby interfering with interactions between nucleic acids and TLRs without affecting TLR expression (19). However, HCQ causes severe toxicity including retinopathy, neuromyotoxicity and cardiotoxicity (20). Blocking TLR7-, 8- and 9-mediated immune responses with antagonist compounds at the receptor level could be a novel strategy for the treatment of autoimmune diseases while avoiding the toxicities associated with HCQ treatment.

Synthetic oligonucleotides containing poly-dG sequences act as antagonists of TLR9 and/or TLR7 (21–27). Although the mode of action of poly-dG–based compounds is not well understood, treatment of mice with these compounds has had therapeutic effects in mouse models of lupus, arthritis and multiple sclerosis (28–33). Additionally, the potential use of TLR9 inhibitors as possible corticosteroid-sparing agents has been demonstrated in lupus-prone mice (34). Evidence suggests that poly-dG–based compounds interfere with signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT)1, -3 and -4 and/or other downstream factors proximal to nuclear factor (NF)-κB activation involved in the signaling pathways of TLRs (35,36). The use of poly-dG–based compounds as pharmacotherapies is limited, however, by their tendency to form quadruplex and other higher-order structures and to interact nonspecifically with a number of proteins (37,38).

Immunostimulatory oligonucleotides containing certain cytosine or guanosine modifications in the C or G position, respectively, of a CpG dinucleotide induce TLR9-mediated immune responses (2,39). By contrast, substitution of 2′-O-methyl-C, 2′-O-methyl-5-methyl-C or 5-methyl-dC for C or 2′-O-methyl-G for G leads to loss of immune-stimulatory activity; further, such oligos inhibit TLR7- and TLR9-mediated immune responses (40). Structure-activity relationship studies of immunostimulatory oligonucleotides have shown that an accessible 5′-end is required for TLR9 activation and that blocking 5′-end with ligands impedes immune-stimulatory activity (2,41–45). In fact, immune-stimulatory oligonucleotides linked through a 3′-3′-attachment and containing two free 5′-ends have greater immune-stimulatory activity than do oligonucleotides containing a single 5′-end (2,41,42,45). Moreover, our studies have identified certain nucleotide and backbone modifications that modulate immune responses when they are incorporated site-specifically in the 5′- or 3′-flanking sequence adjacent to the immune-stimulatory motif (46–49). A systematic study of immunostimulatory oligonucleotides containing site-specific 2′-O-methyl-ribonucleotide modifications showed that substitutions at the first or second nucleotide position adjacent to the immune-stimulatory motif on the 5′-side abrogated activity, and substitutions three or more nucleotides away in the 5′-flanking sequence enhanced activity (48).

In further studies of oligonucleotides containing two 2′-O-methyl-ribonucleotide substitutions in the 5′-flanking sequence adjacent to the immune-stimulatory motif, we found that these compounds not only lose immune-stimulatory activity but also act as antagonists of TLR7 and TLR9 in vitro and in vivo (50). We referred to such chemical modifications incorporated adjacent to the immune-stimulatory motif, which result in TLR antagonist activity, as immune-regulatory motifs. In the present study, we have designed and synthesized oligonucleotides that contain nucleotide modifications within the CpG immune-stimulatory motif, in which C is replaced with 5-methyl-dC and G is replaced with 7-deaza-dG (G1) or arabino-G (G2), and which have two 2′-O-methylribonucleotides in the immune-regulatory motif (Table 1). Two of the antagonists (1 and 2) contained additional 2′-O-methylribonucleotide substitutions at the 3′-end to increase their stability against 3′-exonucleases (51). We designed antagonist compound 3 with two identical 11-mer sequences attached through their 3′-ends, so that the 3′-end was protected from nuclease degradation and the two free 5′-ends were available for TLR9 binding. We found that these antagonist compounds selectively inhibited TLR7-, 8- and 9-mediated immune responses in mouse and human cell-based assays and in vivo in mice and non-human primates (NHPs).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Synthesis and purification of antagonist compounds**

All oligonucleotides shown in Table 1 were synthesized on a solid support using automated DNA/RNA synthesizers, deprotected, cleaved from the solid support, purified and analyzed as previously described (45,50). All oligonucleotides were characterized by capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE), high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) and Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization-Time of Flight (MALDI-ToF) mass spectrometry (Waters MALDI-ToF mass spectrometer with 337 nm N₂ laser) for purity and molecular mass, respectively (Table 1). The purity of full-length oligonucleotides ranged from 95 to 98%, with the remainder lacking one or two nucleotides, as determined by ion-exchange HPLC and CGE. All oligonucleotides were tested for endotoxin levels by the Limulus assay (Bio-Whittaker) and contained <0.075 EU/mg.

**Mice**

Five- to eight-week-old female C57BL/6 mice were obtained from Charles River Labs (Wilmington, MA, USA) and maintained in the animal facility of Idera Pharmaceuticals under pathogen-free conditions. All the experimental procedures were performed as per the approved protocols and guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Idera Pharmaceuticals.
**TLR agonists**

TLR agonists used in the studies were purchased from the following sources: Poly I:C (TLR3), InvivoGen (San Diego, CA, USA); lipopolysaccharide (LPS, TLR4), Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA); Flagellin from *Salmonella muenchen* (TLR5), InvivoGen (San Diego, CA, USA). RNA-based TLR7 agonist (5'-AACUG3ACG3CUU-X-UUCG3AG3UCAA-5'; G3 represents 2'-deoxy-7-deazaguanosine and arabinoguanosine, respectively; G1 stands for 2'-deoxy-5-methyl-cytidine; G and U are 2'-O-methyl-ribonucleotides, X stands for glycerol linker) (52) and RNA-based TLR8 agonist (5'-YUGCUGCCUUUG-X-GUUUCCGUGC Y-5'; Y stands for 1,3-propanediol linker) (53) and DNA-based mouse (mTLR9 agonist used in mouse in vitro and in vivo studies: 5'-TCTGACG1ITTCTX-TCTTG1CATCT-5'; G1 stands for 7-deaza-dG) (45) and human TLR9 agonist (hTLR9 agonist used in human cell-based assays and in NHPs: 5'-TCTGTC G1TTAG-X-GATTG1CTGTCT-5') (39) were synthesized at Idera Pharmaceuticals as described above.

**Cell culture assays of HEK293 cells expressing TLR3, 4, 7, 8 and 9**

Human embryonic kidney (HEK)293 cells stably expressing human TLR3, TLR4/CD14/MD-2 or mTLR9 and HEK293XL cells stably expressing human TLR7 or TLR8 were obtained from Invivogen (San Diego, CA, USA). HEK cells were transiently transfected with reporter gene (SEAP, Invivogen) for 6 h. Appropriate TLR agonists were added to the cultures in the presence or absence of various concentrations of antagonists, and the cultures were continued for 18 h. At the end of the treatment, 20 μl of culture supernatant was taken from each treatment and tested for SEAP activity using 150 μl of Quanti-Blue substrate following the manufacturer's protocol (Invivogen). The results are expressed as fold change in NF-κB activation over phosphate buffered saline (PBS)-treated cells.

**Mouse spleen and J774 cell cultures**

Spleen cells from 5- to 8-week-old C57BL/6 mice were cultured in RPMI complete medium as described earlier (39,48). Murine J774 macrophage cells (American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, MD, USA) were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS) and antibiotics (100IU/ml of penicillin G/streptomycin). All other culture reagents were purchased from Mediatech (Gaithersburg, MD, USA). Mouse spleen cells were plated in 24-well dishes using 5 × 10^6 cells/ml. Agonists and antagonists dissolved in TE buffer (10-mM...
Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 1-mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) were added alone or in combinations to the cell cultures. The cells were then incubated at 37°C for 24 h and the supernatants were collected for enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) or multiplex assays. The experiments were performed three times in duplicate wells.

The concentrations of cytokines and chemokines in spleen cell culture supernatants were evaluated using a mouse multiplex kit as described below.

**Preparation of J774 cell nuclear extracts and electrophoretic mobility shift assay for NF-κB activation**

For NF-κB and p38 activation, cells were plated at a density of 4–5 × 10^6 cells/well in six-well plates and allowed to attach overnight. The next day, the culture medium was changed (DMEM with FBS, no antibiotics) and cells were treated with agonist, antagonist or combinations of both. One hour after addition of the drugs, nuclear extracts were prepared and analyzed by native polyacrylamide gels as described earlier (40,50). Gels were dried and exposed to HyBlot CL autoradiography films at −70°C. Films were scanned, and the images were processed using Adobe imaging software.

**Preparation of J774 whole cell lysates and western blotting for p38 activity**

J774 cells were treated with agonist, antagonist or combinations as described above, the culture medium was removed, and cells were scraped off the dishes, washed twice with PBS and lysed on ice for 10 min in cell lysis buffer (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA). Cells were sonicated briefly and the extracts were centrifuged. Equal amounts of protein were subjected to sodium dodecyl sulphate gel electrophoresis using 10% Ready gels and blotted onto polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes (BioRad Laboratories Hercules, CA, USA). We determined the levels of phosphorylated and total p38 mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) in J774 cells following agonist and/or antagonist treatment by western blotting. All primary antibodies required for the assay were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology, and the secondary antibody was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA, USA).

**Healthy human PBMC, mDC and pDC isolation**

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from freshly drawn healthy human volunteer blood (Research Blood Components, Brighton, MA, USA) were isolated by Ficoll density gradient centrifugation (Ficoll-Paque PLUS, GE Health Care). Plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) and myeloid dendritic cells (mDCs) were isolated from PBMCs by positive selection using the blood dendritic cell antigen (BDCA)-4 and BDCA-1 cell isolation kits, respectively (Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, CA, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Human B-cell proliferation assay**

Human B cells were isolated from PBMCs by positive selection using the CD19 cell isolation kit (Miltenyi Biotec) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 1 × 10^5 B cells/0.2 ml were stimulated with different concentrations of agonist and antagonist for 64 h, then pulsed with 0.75 μCi of [³H]-thymidine and harvested 8 h later. The incorporation of [³H]-thymidine was measured using a scintillation counter and the data were shown as proliferation index.

**Isolation of PBMCs from lupus patient blood**

Whole blood from lupus patient donors was obtained from Bioreclamation Inc. (Westbury, NY, USA) in sodium citrate cell preparation (CP) tubes. On receipt, the entire contents of the tube above the gel layer were transferred into another tube, centrifuged and the pellet consisting of PBMCs was washed twice with PBS. PBMC assays were conducted and cytokine analysis was carried out using a multiplex kit as described below.

**Human PBMC, mDC and pDC assays**

Human PBMCs (5 × 10^6/mL), mDCs (1 × 10^6/mL) and pDCs (1 × 10^6/mL) were plated into 96-well plates in RPMI medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated defined FBS, 1.5 mM glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids, 50 μM 2-mercaptoethanol and 100 IU/ml penicillin-streptomycin mix. Agonists and antagonists dissolved in PBS were added to the cells at concentrations indicated in specific figure legends. The cells were then incubated at 37°C for 24 h. The levels of cytokines and chemokines in the culture supernatants were measured by using a human 25-plex kit.

**Multiplex cytokine assays**

Human PBMC, pDC and mDC culture supernatants and selected mouse serum samples from in vivo experiments were assayed using multiplex luminescent beads (human 25-plex and mouse cytokine 20-plex, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and analyzed with a Luminex 100 or 200 instrument. Fluorescence intensity was translated into cytokine concentration using StarStation software (Applied Cytometry Systems).

**In vivo mouse studies**

Female C57BL/6 mice 5–6 weeks old (n = 3) were injected subcutaneously (s.c.) with antagonist compounds at dose levels indicated in individual figure legends followed 24 h later (or as indicated in individual figures) by administration of a TLR agonist. Two hours after agonist administration, blood was collected by retro-orbital bleeding, and the serum cytokine levels were determined by mouse multiplex luminex assay or IL-12 ELISA as described above.

**Non-human primate study and blood collection for PBMC assays**

Eight healthy young cynomolagus monkeys (Macaca fascicularis) 2–5 years old and weighing ~3–5 kg were used in the study. All in vivo non-human primate (NHP) studies were conducted at Ricerca (Concord, OH, USA) and were approved by Ricerca’s Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee. Animals were monitored daily. Each antagonist was administered s.c. to four animals (two males and two females) on Day 1 at 1.5 mg/kg. Blood samples (~6 ml) were collected for PBMC assays pre-administration (Day 1) and at 24 (Day 2), 48 (Day 3) and 168 h (Day 8) after administration of antagonist. The whole blood was then shipped on ice packs to Idera Pharmaceuticals by overnight shipping for PBMC isolation and stimulation with TLR agonists. All animals remained in good health throughout the experiment.

Non-human primate PBMC assay

PBMCs were isolated by Ficoll density gradient method as described above. PBMCs at 1 x 10^6 cells/0.2 ml/well in 96-well plates were incubated with 50 μg/ml TLR7 agonist, 50 μg/ml TLR8 agonist, 3 μg/ml TLR9 agonist or 0.1 μg/ml TLR4 agonist (LPS) for 24 h. Supernatants were then harvested and stored frozen until cytokine assays.

Cytokine levels in culture supernatants were determined on a Luminex platform using monkey 28-plex magnetic cytokine antibody bead kits (Invitrogen). IFN-α (PBL, Piscataway, NJ, USA) and interferon gamma-induced protein (IP)-10 (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) levels were measured by ELISA.

RESULTS

Antagonist compounds do not induce NF-κB activation in TLR-expressing HEK293 cells

We measured the extent of activation of TLR3, 4, 7, 8 and 9 by antagonist compounds in HEK293 or HEK293XL cells expressing human TLR3, 4, 7, 8 or mouse TLR9. Antagonist compounds 1–3 or control 5 did not activate NF-κB in HEK293 cells expressing TLR3, 4, 7, 8 or 9 (Supplementary Data and Supplementary Figure S1), whereas appropriate agonists of TLR3, 4, 7, 8 and 9 did activate NF-κB in HEK293 cells expressing corresponding TLRs (Supplementary Figure S1). These data demonstrate that the antagonist compounds themselves do not induce TLR-mediated immune responses up to the concentration of 5–10 μg/ml studied in these assays.

Antagonist compounds inhibit TLR7-, 8- and 9-mediated NF-κB activation in HEK293 cells

HEK293 cells expressing TLR7, 8 or 9 were incubated with their respective TLR agonist and 0–5 μg/ml of antagonist compound 1–3 or control 5. Control 5 did not inhibit TLR7-, 8- and 9-mediated NF-κB activation (Figure 1). Antagonist compounds 1–3 inhibited TLR7-, 8- and 9-mediated NF-κB activation in a dose-dependent manner, and almost complete inhibition was observed at the highest dose studied (Figure 1A–C). The IC_{50} values determined for antagonist compounds 1–3 for the inhibition of TLR7-, TLR8- and TLR9-mediated NF-κB activation are shown in Supplementary Table S1. None of the antagonist compounds significantly inhibited TLR3- or TLR4-agonist-induced NF-κB activation, suggesting that the antagonist compounds 1–3 selectively inhibit endosomal TLRs 7, 8 and 9 (Figure 1D and E).

Antagonist compounds inhibit TLR7- and TLR9-mediated NF-κB and p38 activation in J774 cells

Activation of TLRs by their ligands induces signaling pathways that result in the activation of the transcription factors NF-κB and p38. We evaluated the ability of antagonist compounds to inhibit TLR7- and TLR9-mediated NF-κB activation in mouse macrophage J774 cells. TLR8 is not functional in mice. We selected antagonist compound 1 as a representative example for these studies. As expected, agonists of TLR7 and TLR9, but not antagonist compound 1, induced NF-κB activation in J774 cells (Figure 2A and B). When J774 cells were incubated with antagonist compound 1 for 1 h before the addition of TLR7 or TLR9 agonist and NF-κB activation was measured 1 h after agonist addition, antagonist compound 1 inhibited TLR7- and TLR9-mediated NF-κB activation in a dose-dependent fashion (Figure 2A and B). On the contrary, antagonist compound 1 did not inhibit NF-κB activation induced by a TLR4 agonist (Figure 2C).

We further evaluated the ability of antagonist compound 1 to inhibit TLR9-mediated p38 phosphorylation in mouse macrophage J774 cells. Stimulation of J774 cells with a TLR9 agonist induced p38 phosphorylation, whereas antagonist compound 1 alone did not have any affect (Figure 2D). When J774 cells were incubated with the combination of antagonist and TLR9 agonist, the band corresponding to phosphorylated p38 was not observed, suggesting that antagonist compound 1 inhibited TLR9-mediated p38 activation in J774 cells (Figure 2D).

Antagonist compounds inhibit TLR7- and TLR9-mediated cytokine induction in mouse spleen cell cultures

We evaluated the ability of antagonist compounds to inhibit production of TLR7- and TLR9-agonist-induced cytokines in C57BL/6 mouse spleen cell cultures. Both TLR7 and TLR9 agonists induced potent IL-12 and IL-6 production in mouse spleen cell cultures (Figure 3A and B), whereas antagonist compounds alone did not (data not shown and Supplementary Figure S2). When spleen cells were co-incubated with a combination of a TLR agonist and antagonist compound 1, 2 or 3, antagonist compounds inhibited TLR7- and TLR9-mediated IL-12 and IL-6 production in a dose-dependent fashion (Figure 3A and B). Inhibition of additional cytokines by antagonist compound 1 is shown in Supplementary Figure S2. Control 5 did not inhibit TLR7- and TLR9-mediated cytokine production (Figure 3A and B). Antagonist compounds did not inhibit TLR4-mediated IL-12 and IL-6 production (Figure 3C).

Antagonist compounds inhibit TLR7-, TLR8- and TLR9-mediated cytokine production in human cell-based assays

We measured the inhibitory effects of antagonist compounds on TLR-mediated immune responses in cultures of healthy human PBMCs, pDCs, mDCs and B cells. Treatment of human PBMCs with TLR7, TLR8, TLR9 and TLR4 agonists alone resulted in the secretion of a number of cytokines, including TNF-α, IFN-α, IL-12, IL-15, IL-18, IL-23, IL-27, IL-35, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-7, IL-9, IL-10, IL-12, IL-13, IL-15, IL-17, IL-18, IL-23, IL-27, IL-35, IFN-γ, TNF-α, and IFN-β.
IL-6, IL-1β and IP-10 (Figure 4A–C and Supplementary Figure S3). The cytokine profile and the levels of cytokines induced varied for each TLR agonist. Co-incubation of human PBMCs with TLR7, TLR8 or TLR9 agonist and an antagonist compound resulted in the inhibition of TLR7-, TLR8- and TLR9-mediated cytokine and chemokine production (Figure 4A–C). All three antagonist compounds produced similar levels of inhibition (Figure 4A–C). At the same concentration, antagonist compounds had minimal effect on TLR4-mediated immune responses in human PBMC cultures (Supplementary Figure S3).

Human pDCs express TLR7 and TLR9, and mDCs express TLR8. We therefore evaluated antagonist compounds for their ability to inhibit TLR7- and TLR9-mediated cytokine induction in pDCs and TLR8-mediated cytokine induction in mDCs. In human pDC cultures, both TLR7 and TLR9 agonists potently induced cytokine and chemokine secretion, including TNF-α, IFN-γ, IL-12, IL-6 and IP-10 (Figure 5A and B). Antagonist compounds alone did not induce cytokine production (data not shown). Co-incubation of pDCs with TLR7 or TLR9 agonist and antagonist compounds resulted in the inhibition of TLR7- and TLR9-mediated cytokine and chemokine secretion. Figure 5A and B show inhibition of key cytokines and chemokines, TNF-α, IFN-γ, IL-12, IL-6 and IP-10, induced by TLR7 and TLR9 agonists in pDCs.

In human mDC cultures, TLR8 agonist alone induced production of a number of cytokines and chemokines,
including TNF-α, IFN-α, IL-12, IL-6 and IP-10 (Figure 5C). Antagonist compounds alone did not induce cytokine production by mDCs (data not shown). Co-incubation of mDCs with TLR8 agonist and antagonist compounds resulted in the inhibition of TLR8-mediated production of cytokines and chemokines (Figure 5C).

Human B cells express TLR9, and agonists of TLR9 induce B-cell proliferation. Freshly isolated human B cells incubated with TLR9 agonist proliferated at a much higher rate than did PBS-treated cells (Figure 5D). By contrast, antagonist compound 1 alone induced minimal proliferation of human B cells (Figure 5D). A dose-dependent inhibition of TLR9-mediated B-cell proliferation was
Figure 4. Antagonist compounds 1, 2 and 3 inhibit (A) TLR7-, (B) TLR8- and (C) TLR9-mediated cytokine induction in human PBMCs. Human PBMCs from healthy volunteer blood were isolated and cultured with 50 μg/ml TLR7 agonist, 50 μg/ml TLR8 agonist or 3 μg/ml TLR9 agonist in the absence or presence of 10 μg/ml antagonist compound 1, 2 or 3 for 24 h. Supernatants were analyzed for cytokine levels by Luminex multiplex assay. Each data point represents one donor, and black line indicates mean of all donors.

Figure 5. Antagonist compounds 1, 2 and 3 inhibit (A) TLR7- and (B) TLR9-mediated cytokine induction in human pDCs and (C) TLR8-mediated cytokine induction in human mDCs. Human pDCs from healthy human PBMCs were isolated and cultured with 50 μg/ml TLR7 agonist or 3 μg/ml TLR9 agonist in the absence or presence of 10 μg/ml antagonist compound 1, 2 or 3 for 24 h. Human mDCs from healthy human PBMCs were isolated and cultured with 50 μg/ml TLR8 agonist in the absence or presence of 10 μg/ml antagonist compound 1, 2 or 3 for 24 h. Supernatants were then analyzed for cytokine levels by Luminex multiplex assay. Each data point represents one donor, and black line indicates mean of all donors. (D) Antagonist compound 1 inhibits TLR9-mediated proliferation of B cells in a dose-dependent fashion. Human B cells (CD19+) were isolated from healthy human PBMCs and cultured in the presence of compounds for 72 h. B cell proliferation was determined and expressed as proliferation index as detailed in the ‘Materials and Methods’ section. TLR9 agonist concentration was 5 μg/ml and antagonist alone concentration was 20 μg/ml. Data shown are representative of three independent donors.
observed when B cells were co-incubated with TLR9 agonist and various concentrations of antagonist compound 1 (Figure 5D). Control 5 had minimal effects on TLR9-mediated B cell proliferation (data not shown).

**Antagonist compounds inhibit TLR-mediated cytokine production by PBMCs from SLE patients**

Chronic activation of TLRs by nucleic acid-containing immune complexes is an important component of autoimmune diseases such as SLE. To evaluate the antagonist’s ability to inhibit TLR-mediated immune responses in pathologic conditions, we isolated PBMCs from SLE patient blood, stimulated them with TLR7 and TLR9 agonists in the absence or presence of antagonist compound 1 and measured cytokine levels in the supernatants. Cultures treated with antagonist compound 1 alone produced background levels of cytokines comparable with that of PBS control cultures (Supplementary Figure S4A and B). Both TLR7 and TLR9 agonists alone induced production of several cytokines and chemokines, including IFN-α, TNF-α, IL-6, IP-10, macrophage inflammatory protein (MIP)-1α and MIP-1β (Supplementary Figure S4A and B). The levels of cytokines induced varied for the two TLR agonists (Supplementary Figure S4A and B). PBMCs from SLE patients co-incubated with TLR7 or TLR9 agonist and antagonist compound 1 produced much lower levels of TLR7- and TLR9-mediated cytokines (Supplementary Figure S4A and B).

**Antagonist compounds inhibit TLR7- and TLR9-mediated cytokines in vivo in mice**

To evaluate if antagonist compounds by themselves induce cytokine responses in vivo in mice, 2 h after s.c. administration of a dose of 15 mg/kg of antagonist compound 1 or 3 alone, blood samples were collected and analyzed for serum cytokine levels by multiplex analysis. TLR7 and TLR9 agonists alone induced production of several cytokines and chemokines, while antagonist compounds 1 and 3 did not (Supplementary Figure S5). Moreover, antagonist compound 1 injected to mice up to 45 mg/kg dose did not induce immune responses (data not shown). These results demonstrate that antagonist compounds by themselves do not induce cytokine responses in mice.

To evaluate the in vivo inhibitory effects of antagonist compounds on TLR7- and TLR9-mediated immune responses, we injected antagonist compounds 1–3 or control 4 (5 mg/kg) s.c. in the left flank and 24 h later TLR7 (10 mg/kg) or TLR9 agonist (0.25 mg/kg) s.c. in the right flank. Two hours after agonist administration, blood was collected and serum IL-12 levels were measured by ELISA. Antagonist compounds inhibited both TLR7- and TLR9-mediated IL-12 production in mice (Figure 6). At the dose level studied, antagonists 1–3 showed 84%, 93% and 78% inhibition of TLR7 agonist-induced IL-12 production, respectively (Figure 6). At the same dose, antagonist compounds 1–3 showed 68%, 69% and 70% inhibition of TLR9 agonist-induced IL-12 production, respectively (Figure 6). Control 4 did not inhibit either TLR7- or TLR9-mediated IL-12 production in mice (Figure 6).

**Specificity of antagonist compounds for different TLR agonists in vivo in mice**

We further evaluated the impact of antagonists on TLR3- and TLR5-mediated immune responses in vivo in mice. Antagonist compounds 1 and 3 were administered at 5 mg/kg s.c. to mice, and 24 h later an agonist of TLR3 or TLR5 was administered in the opposite flank. Blood was collected 2 h after TLR agonist administration and serum cytokine levels were determined using a Luminex multiplex assay. The agonists of TLR3 and TLR5 alone induced production of various cytokines and chemokines while a PBS control did not (Supplementary Figure S6). Antagonists 1 and 3 had minimal effects on TLR3- and TLR5-mediated cytokine production in mice, suggesting that the inhibitory effects of antagonists are specific to TLR7 and TLR9 in mice (Supplementary Figure S6).

**Dose dependency and duration of inhibitory activity of antagonist compound in vivo in mice**

We evaluated the effect of the dose of antagonist on the extent and duration of inhibition of TLR7- and TLR9-mediated cytokine production in mice. Mice were injected s.c. with 1-, 5- or 15-mg/kg antagonist compound 1 followed by 10 mg/kg of TLR7 agonist or 0.25 mg/kg of TLR9 agonist at 24 (Day 1), 120 (Day 5), 216 (Day 9) or 336 h (Day 14) after antagonist compound administration, and blood was collected 2 h after agonist administration for serum cytokine analysis by multiplex assay. The extent of inhibition of TLR7- and TLR9-mediated immune responses by the antagonist was dependent on the dose of antagonist compound administered and the type of cytokine induced by the TLR agonist (Figure 7A and B and Supplementary Figures S7 and S8). At the lowest dose of antagonist compound 1 (1 mg/kg), a 30–55% inhibition of various cytokines induced by TLR7 and TLR9 agonists was observed. The extent of inhibition ranged from 55 to 80% at 5-mg/kg...
Figure 7. Effect of dose of antagonist compound on (A) TLR7- and (B) TLR9-mediated IL-12 induction and duration of activity in mice. C57BL/6 mice (N = 3) were injected s.c. with 1, 5 or 15 mg/kg of antagonist compound I. After 1, 5, 9, or 14 days of antagonist compound administration, an agonist of TLR7 (10 mg/kg) or TLR9 (0.25 mg/kg) was injected s.c. Blood was drawn 2 h after TLR agonist administration at each time point and serum cytokines were measured by Luminex multiplex assay. Inhibition of additional cytokines induced by TLR7 and TLR9 agonists is shown in Figures S7 and S8, respectively. Effect of dose of (C) TLR7 and (D) TLR9 agonists on the extent and duration of inhibition by antagonist compound I in mice. C57BL/6 mice (N = 3) were injected s.c. with 5 mg/kg antagonist compound I. After 1, 5, 9 or 14 days of antagonist compound administration, an agonist of TLR7 (5, 10 or 50 mg/kg) or TLR9 (0.125, 0.25 or 0.5 mg/kg) was injected s.c. Blood was drawn 2 h after TLR agonist administration at each time point and serum cytokines were measured by Luminex multiplex assay. Inhibition of additional cytokines induced by TLR7 and TLR9 agonists is shown in Supplementary Figures S9 and S10, respectively. Data shown are representative of two independent experiments.

and 90 to 100% at 15-mg/kg dose of antagonist compound I for various cytokines induced by TLR7 and TLR9 agonists (Figure 7A and B and Supplementary Figures S7 and S8). Maximal inhibition of cytokines was observed at 24–48 h after antagonist administration (Figure 7A and B and Supplementary Figures S7 and S8). The duration of inhibition was dependent on the dose of antagonist compound administered and type of cytokine induced by TLR agonist. A single dose of 5-mg/kg antagonist compound I resulted in ≥50% inhibition of most cytokines up to 6–7 days. At 15-mg/kg dose ≥50% inhibition of TLR7- and TLR9-mediated cytokine induction was observed for up to 10–12 days (Figure 7A and B and Supplementary Figures S7 and S8). These results suggest that once-a-week administration of antagonist compound would be sufficient to maintain suppression of TLR7- and TLR9-mediated immune responses.

Agonist dose dependency and duration of inhibitory activity of antagonist compound in vivo in mice

To study the extent of inhibition of TLR-mediated immune responses by antagonist compounds, we determined the ability of antagonist to inhibit TLR-mediated cytokine induction at different doses of TLR agonists. Mice were injected s.c. with a dose of 5 mg/kg of antagonist compound I at 0 h (Day 0) and 0.125, 0.25 or 0.5 mg/kg of TLR9 agonist or 5, 10 or 50 mg/kg TLR7 agonist at 24 (Day 1), 120 (Day 5), 216 (Day 9) or 336 h (Day 14) after antagonist administration. Blood was collected 2 h after agonist administration at each time point and serum cytokines were assessed by multiplex assay. Antagonist compound I produced 98, 91 and 83% inhibition of TLR7-mediated IL-12 induction on day 1 at 5, 10 and 50 mg/kg doses of TLR7 agonist, respectively (Figure 7C). Similarly, antagonist compound I produced 99, 84 and 58% inhibition of TLR9-mediated IL-12 induction on day 1 at 0.125, 0.25 and 0.5 mg/kg dose of TLR9 agonist, respectively (Figure 7D). The extent and duration of inhibition by the antagonist was dependent on the dose of TLR agonist administered. A single dose of 5 mg/kg of antagonist compound I produced ≥50% inhibition of IL-12 for up to 7 and 9 days at 10 and 5 mg/kg TLR7 agonist, respectively (Figure 7C and Supplementary Figure S9), and ≥50% inhibition of IL-12 for up to 8 and 11 days at 0.25- and 0.125-mg/kg TLR9 agonist, respectively (Figure 7D and Supplementary Figure S10).
These results demonstrate that antagonist compounds have the potential to inhibit TLR7- and TLR9-mediated immune responses to low levels of agonists for an extended period of time.

**Antagonist compounds inhibit TLR7-, TLR8- and TLR9-mediated cytokine induction in vivo in non-human primates**

We evaluated the inhibitory effects of antagonist compounds 1 and 3 on TLR7-, TLR8- and TLR9-mediated immune responses in a single-dose study in cynomolgus monkeys at multiple time points during a 1-week period. Monkeys received a single s.c. administration of antagonist compound 1 or 3 at 1.5 mg/kg. Blood was collected at pre-administration and 24, 48 and 168 h after antagonist administration. PBMCs from monkey blood were isolated and stimulated with a TLR7, TLR8, TLR9 or TLR4 agonist for 24 h, and cytokine and chemokine levels in the supernatants were determined. PBMCs from monkeys at the pre-administration time point produced high levels of various cytokines and chemokines in response to the TLR agonists and the cytokine profile was dependent on the type of agonist used for stimulation. A single dose of antagonist compound administered to monkeys resulted in maximal suppression of most cytokines induced by TLR7, 8 and 9 agonists at 48 h. Cytokine levels returned or showed a trend towards returning to pre-administration levels by ~168 h (Day 8). Data for
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**Figure 8.** Antagonist compound 1-treated NHP PBMCs show reduced cytokine production in response to (A) TLR7, (B) TLR8 and (C) TLR9, but not (D) TLR4, agonist stimulation. Cynomolgus monkeys (N = 4) were injected s.c. with 1.5 mg/kg antagonist compound 1 and blood was collected at pre-administration and various post-administration time points. PMBCs were isolated and stimulated for 24 h with TLR7 (50 μg/ml), TLR8 (50 μg/ml), TLR9 (3 μg/ml) and TLR4 (0.1 μg/ml) agonists. Cell culture supernatants were analyzed for cytokine levels using a multiplex assay. Pre and Post indicate pre-administration and 48 h post-administration time points. Each individual data point indicates data for one animal, and black line indicates mean of all animals.
Table 2. Percent inhibition of TLR7, TLR8 and TLR9 agonist-induced immune responses in PBMCs obtained from antagonist-treated NHPs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cytokine</th>
<th>TLR7 agonist</th>
<th>TLR8 agonist</th>
<th>TLR9 agonist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antagonist 1</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>72.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antagonist 3</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-6</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>67.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-12</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP-10</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFN-γ</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFN-α</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-1β</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>84.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-1Ra</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF-α</td>
<td>92.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>87.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFN-α</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>71.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% Inhibition to pre-dose

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cytokine</th>
<th>TLR7 agonist</th>
<th>TLR8 agonist</th>
<th>TLR9 agonist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IL-6</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>72.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-12</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>67.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP-10</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFN-γ</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFN-α</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-1β</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>84.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-1Ra</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF-α</td>
<td>92.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>87.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFN-α</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>71.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% inhibition of cytokines induced at 48h post antagonist dosing compared with pre-dose levels. PBMC assays were carried out as described in the 'Materials and Methods' section. Data shown are mean of four animals. Dotted lines indicate cytokine response was not observed at pre-dose.

a) bIL-TAC, interferon-inducible T cell alpha chemoattractant; MCP-1, monocyte chemotactic protein-1.

representative cytokines for duration of inhibition by antagonist compound 1 are shown in Supplementary Figure S11.

Figure 8 shows levels of key cytokines (TNF-α, IL-6, IL-12, IL-1β, IFN-α and IP-10) induced in individual monkey PBMCs by TLR7, TLR8, TLR9 and TLR4 agonists at pre-administration and at 48 h after administration of antagonist compound 1. There was individual variability in cytokine induction by TLR agonists, but cytokine production by PBMCs obtained after administration of the antagonist was greatly reduced. Similar results were observed for antagonist compound 3 (Supplementary Figure S12). Percentage inhibition of various cytokines and chemokines at 48 h compared with pre-administration levels is shown in Table 2 for antagonist compounds 1 and 3. TLR4-mediated cytokine production was affected only minimally (Figures 8D and Supplementary Figure S12D). These results demonstrate that the antagonist compounds inhibit TLR7-, TLR8- and TLR9-, but not TLR4-, mediated cytokine production in NHPs.

**DISCUSSION**

Our previous studies identified certain nucleotide and backbone modifications that modulate immune responses when incorporated site specifically in the 5'- or 3'-flanking sequence adjacent to the immune-stimulatory motif (46–49). Further studies showed that immune-stimulatory oligonucleotides containing site-specific 2'-O-methylribonucleotide substitutions at the first or second nucleotide position adjacent to the immune-stimulatory motif on the 5'-side abrogate immune-stimulatory activity, and substitutions three or more nucleotides away in the 5'-flanking sequence enhance activity (48). Oligonucleotides containing two 2'-O-methylribonucleotide substitutions in the 5'-flanking sequence adjacent to immune-stimulatory motif do not activate TLR9 but act as antagonists of TLR7 and TLR9 in vitro and in vivo (49). We referred to chemical modifications incorporated adjacent to the immune-stimulatory motif, which result in TLR antagonist activity, as immune-regulatory motifs. In the present study, we designed and synthesized oligonucleotides containing nucleotide modifications within the CpG immune-stimulatory motif, in which C is replaced with 5-methyl-dC and G is replaced with 7-deaza-dG (G1) or arabino-G (G2), and which has two 2'-O-methylribonucleotides in the immune-regulatory motif. Antagonist compound 3 contained the same motifs with two identical 11-mer sequences attached through their 3'-ends.

The new antagonist compounds 1–3 described herein did not induce immune responses in cell-based assays and in vivo in mice compared with PBS and control oligos. Moreover, antagonist compounds inhibited TLR7-, TLR8- and TLR9-mediated NF-κB activation in HEK293 cells in a dose-dependent manner when co-incubated with these TLR agonists. Antagonist compounds inhibited TLR7- and TLR9-mediated NF-κB and TLR9-mediated p38 activation in J774 cells, suggesting that the inhibition of TLR-mediated immune responses occurs upstream, but not downstream, of these transcription factors.

The new antagonist compounds inhibited TLR7-, 8- and 9-mediated cytokine induction, including TNF-α, IFN-α, IP-10, IL-12, IL-6 and IL-1β, in human PBMCs, pDCs and mDCs and TLR9-mediated proliferation of human B cells. Antagonist compounds also inhibited TLR7- and TLR9-mediated cytokine production in cultures of PBMCs from SLE patients, suggesting that the antagonist compounds can inhibit endogenous immune-complex-mediated cytokine production in people with autoimmune diseases such as SLE, psoriasis and rheumatoid arthritis.

Antagonist compounds injected systemically at doses of up to 15–45mg/kg did not induce production of cytokines and chemokines in mice, while TLR7 and TLR9 agonists at the same or lower doses induced robust cytokine and chemokine production. Antagonist compounds administered systemically to mice before TLR agonist administration at a remote site inhibited TLR7- and TLR9-mediated cytokine production. The inhibitory effects were dependent on the dose of antagonist compound as well as that of the TLR agonist administered. The inhibitory effect of antagonist compounds persisted for up to 5–9 days depending on the dose of TLR agonist and antagonist compound administered.

Systemic administration of an antagonist compound to NHPs resulted in reduced TLR7-, TLR8- and TLR9-mediated cytokine responses in PBMCs. A minimal effect was observed on TLR4-mediated cytokine production, suggesting that the effects of antagonist compounds are selective for TLR7, TLR8 and TLR9. The greatest inhibitory effect was observed at 48 h after antagonist administration and the cells regained basal levels of cytokine secretion within 1 week after antagonist compound administration.

Inappropriate or uncontrolled TLR signaling has been implicated in certain autoimmune and inflammatory
conditions, including SLE, psoriasis, rheumatoid arthritis and multiple sclerosis (3–8). Endogenous immune complexes containing self-nucleic acids act as ligands for TLR7 and TLR9 and induce pro-inflammatory cytokines, including expression of IL-12, TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6, IFN-α and IFN-inducible genes, contributing to the pathogenesis of SLE and other autoimmune diseases (9,10). The current treatment options for autoimmune and inflammatory diseases include cytotoxic and immune-modulatory agents. The antimalarial drug HCQ, commonly used for the treatment of autoimmune diseases, inhibits TLR activation through neutralization of endosomal acidification and/or by direct interaction with nucleic acids present within immune complexes (19,20). Monoclonal antibodies directed against cytokines such as TNF-α, IFN-α, IL-6, IL-12/IL-23, IL-17 and IP-10, and factors such as B-cell activating factor (BAFF) that activate B cells are also commonly used as treatments for autoimmune diseases (54–56). These agents act on a single component of the inflammatory response or one type of cell population. The antagonist compounds described herein selectively inhibited multiple cytokines produced after TLR7, 8 and 9 activation in human PBMCs, DCs and B cell proliferation, suggesting that the antagonists can inhibit all sources of inflammation mediated through these receptors implicated in autoimmune diseases. An antagonist compound, referred to as IMO-3100, has shown good safety profile and proof of concept of target engagement of TLR7 and TLR9 in healthy human subjects in phase 1 clinical trials (57) and is currently being evaluated in psoriasis patients in a phase 2 clinical trial. Another antagonist compound IMO-8400, which inhibits TLR7- and 8- and 9-mediated immune responses, is being developed for lupus treatment and is in phase 1 safety studies.

The present studies demonstrated that oligonucleotide-based antagonist compounds containing a (5-methyl-dC) p(7-deaza-dG) or (5-methyl-dC)p(arabino-G) motif and an immune-regulatory 2′-O-methylribonucleotide motif adjacent to the immune-stimulatory motif acted as antagonists of TLR7, TLR8 and TLR9 in various cell-based assays and in mice and NHPs. The two 2′-O-methylribonucleotide modifications at the 3′-end of antagonist compounds 1 and 2 and the 3′-3′-linked structure in antagonist compound 3 contribute to the metabolic stability against 3′-exonucleases (51). These novel antagonist compounds allow specific inhibition of intracellularly expressed TLRs and could be suitable candidates for treating inflammatory and autoimmune diseases.
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